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Techlabs is a network the authors implemented some years
ago in order to provide a rich learning environment
through the use of virtualisation. They outlined the
background to and reasons for employing virtualisation in
a paper to the conference of the National Advisory
Committee on Computing Qualifications (NACCQ) in
2004. In this paper they now describe some of the changes
they have introduced during the past four years, in the
context of recent developments and the widespread
adoption, both in industry and the academic sector, of
virtualisation of one form or another.
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Still, none of these sources suggest implementing
virtualisation in the same way that Techlabs does, that is,
through a physical infrastructure comprising of two
fully-fledged parallel networks, one that connects only
VMs to one another, the other, only physical machines.
This paper reflects on the past four years of Techlabs,
considers some of the changes that have occurred, and
offers a glimpse of possible future directions.
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Introduction

In 2002 the authors built a network called “Techlabs” in
the School of Computing at the Christchurch Polytechnic
Institute of Technology (CPIT) for the express purpose of
harnessing the power of virtual technologies to provision a
flexible, cost effective, and powerful learning
environment. Two years later they outlined their reasons
for making use of virtualisation in a teaching environment,
as they were early adopters of this technology and its use at
that stage was still uncommon, especially in the academic
sector (Correia and Watson, 2004). Since then, this
technology has been widely adopted in industry, with one
recent poll in the United States finding that half of
respondents expected that over 80% of their servers will be
virtual machines (VMs) in the next two years (CIOL
Bureau, 2007). Many in the academic sector have been
somewhat less enthusiastic, preferring instead alternative
hardware-based solutions that contain a virtual component
through the use of Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs)
(Belles, R., Gorka, S. and Miller, J.R., 2002, and Farega,
L., Massaguer, J., Jove, T. & Merida, D., 2002). It appears
now that increasing numbers of tertiary institutions are
making use of virtualisation in at least some courses and
have adapted their teaching environment as a result
(Bullers, Burd, and Seazzu, 2006; Blezard, 2007; Adams
and Laverell, 2005, Collins, 2005, Villanueva and Cook,
2005). (Even Microsoft have published articles outlining
suggestions for building a network that utilises
virtualisation (Ruest, n.d.).)
This quality assured paper appeared at the 21st Annual
Conference of the National Advisory Committee on
Computing Qualifications (NACCQ 2008), Auckland,
New Zealand. Samuel Mann and Mike Lopez (Eds).
Reproduction for academic, not-for profit purposes
permitted
provided
this
text
is
included.
www.naccq.nz
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Background

Techlabs was built in 2002. Since then, it has been used for
a variety of courses, including ones on networking and
programming. Techlabs comprises of three classrooms,
two with 20 student machines and one with 22 student
machines (in addition each room also includes an
instructor machine). Each student machine is part of two
physical networks, one called the “Blue” network, the
other, the “Red” network. These two physical networks
have their own physical switches, and part of a Layer 3
switch ensures that the networks are separate through the
use of VLANs. The Blue network is a conventional
network: it is the one students log onto and it connects all
the physical machines, namely student machines, tutor
machines in classrooms, tutor machines in offices, domain
controllers, Domain Naming Services (DNS) servers, a
mail server, firewalls, a proxy server, a server for
Microsoft updates, a centralised antivirus solution and so
on. The Red network is a physical infrastructure that
comprises of switches, network interface cards, cabling
and connecting firewalls that are available to VMs. These
VMs are mostly stored on student machines, but some
basic template VMs are also stored on the file server
connected to the Blue network.

3

VMware and Virtual PC Side by Side

Microsoft Official Courses (MOC) began utilising
virtualisation long after it was introduced at CPIT, so that
when Microsoft finally began releasing courseware
employing its Virtual PC product four years ago (Correia
and Watson, 2004) it meant that some courses at CPIT
needed to be set up differently. Microsoft course setups
had always been based on the bare metal, so that each
student was given a physical machine with the operating
system and associated software pre-installed. The authors
simply virtualised that single physical machine and
provided students with a VMware, virtualised copy. Each
of these VMs was unique and networked to other students’
VMs as well as to one, perhaps two VMs controlled by the
instructor. The instructor course-specific VMs were left
running and available on a VMware GSX server in the
Techlabs server room throughout the course on a 24/7
basis. As a result, students could complete labs at any
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time, if they had been unable to attend class for some
reason. This is possible because. unlike VMware
Workstation (the version of VMware on the student
machines), on VMware GSX Server various people can
log on and off the physical machine and hosted VMs will
continue to run.
The Techlabs infrastructure still allows course setups like
these, should teaching staff wish to design practical work
in this way, but the network infrastructure needed also to
incorporate Microsoft Virtual PC (VPC) machines when
Microsoft started bundling pre-built VMs with its courses.
(This has now become a standard part of Microsoft
courseware.) These VPC machines are copied to all
physical machines, so that each student has an identical set
of VMs. Most if not all the networking between course
VMs do not extend beyond students’ physical machines,
but are instead part of a private, entirely virtualised
network. One advantage of this approach is that students
can do lab work on their own without involvement from
either other students or the instructor, because they have
their own copy of each client and server machine in their
course setups. This also tends to reduce the time required
for course setups, though this has at times been negated by
Microsoft’s own poorly implemented processes for
activating VMs, a procedure quite separate from activating
the software itself. As a result each student may be
running four or five virtual machines simultaneously, and
configuring them in order to implement a particular
technology. More recently, teaching staff have started
adopting Microsoft Official Academic Courseware
(MOAC) for some courses, and as such the setups in these
courses have no pre-built VPC VMs and require the use of
a centralised instructor class server and each student VM
to be networked.
Whether courses employ VMware or VPC, they now take
far less time to set up. In reality courses only have to be set
up once because a pristine copy of each VM is placed in an
area to which students have only read access. At the
beginning of the course students copy the appropriate
VM(s), and it is that copy that they use to complete all
practical exercises. Furthermore, when they copy their
VM(s) the permissions set on the folders on student
machines ensures that the student becomes the owner of
the folder and as has complete control over their copy of
the VM(s). This means that one student cannot change or
delete another student’s VMs. Furthermore, if the student
ever wishes to obtain another pristine copy of the VM, this
is available, simply by copying the original folder(s) that
houses the VM(s).

4

Software Upgrades

Techlabs makes extensive use of Microsoft systems, just
as it did four years ago. Like any network it has evolved
over time; newer technologies have been implemented,
older ones discarded and the infrastructure modified in
order to make systems easier to manage and improve the
learning environment for students and staff alike.
(Obviously, staff members too continue to learn and
develop and can make good use of Techlabs.) As has
always been the case, VMs are mainly stored on a second
(now 250GB) hard drive on local student machines
because of current hardware constraints and technical
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challenges to implementing this rather than on a
centralised server, and the students informed that the onus
is on them to make backup copies of their VMs. VMware
Workstation 4 has now been upgraded to VMware
Workstation 6 on all machines, and Windows Vista has
replaced Windows XP Professional in both the classrooms
and in the offices of staff members, with most machines
utilising the 64-bit rather than the 32-bit version of the
operating system. With the exception of a Unix server,
other servers on the Blue network run Windows Server
2003, though the authors plan to upgrade these machines
to Windows Server 2008 this year, in order to exploit some
of the functionality and performance improvements in the
new platform. In addition, Techlabs now also has a secure
wireless network, using certificates and other
technologies.
The virtual environment mirrors the real world in the way
certain technologies become obsolete. For example, while
it is still possible to make use of virtual floppy discs, these
have all but disappeared, much as they have done outside
the virtual environment. Still, if teaching staff wish to do
so because there is educational value in it, they may still
opt to use outdated technology long after the physical
media is no longer available because that too is virtualised.

5

New Directions on the Red Network

To store and run increasing numbers of VMs requires
more physical machine resources. VPC has assisted in
reducing the costs of storage through the use of parent and
differencing discs. This means that a base image with the
operating system can be created and then each cloned
machine requires only differencing disks. A Windows
Server 2003 VM may therefore comprise of core files
stored in the base image (or as Microsoft call it “parent”)
that is shared with other Windows Server 2003 VMs as
well as a differencing disc. This can save a great deal of
storage space, especially when the same parent disc is used
multiple times (Connell, 2008). For example, the MOC
for Internet Security and Acceleration Server (ISA) 2004
uses 13 VMs (Microsoft, 2005). The differencing discs of
these VMs consume 19GB of disc storage, but are
combined with parent discs, shared with VMs of other
courses that consume 3GB. The total storage requirements
for the student lab VMs are therefore 22GB, but would
have otherwise have been 39GB, a saving of 17GB for
each student.
The authors have only recently started utilising a similar
technology (called cloning) in VMware Workstation. The
Web Server Administration course uses a basic VM,
which is, with the exception of the installation of VMware
tools, a vanilla copy of Windows Server 2008. The unique
identifiers are stripped out through Microsoft’s Sysprep
tool and then shutdown, and stored in a location that all
users can access. An additional VM is then created by
cloning the initial Windows Server 2008 VM, using the
linked clone option. The size of the initial VMware guest
is less than 5MB. The initial Server 2008 files are then
right protected, and the linked clone placed in area that
students can access. As the students require two VMs (one
for Internet Information Services (IIS) and one for
Apache), they can simply copy the linked clone twice in a
new folder, and in so doing utilise less than 10MBs.

VMware Woorkstation 6 also
a
has otheer features thaat are
useful for learning,
l
inclluding being able to maake a
“movie” thaat captures, thhrough the usse of an AVII file,
someone configuring a VM.
V
A lectuurer can therrefore
demonstrate how to do soomething in a VM and mayy also
wish, perhapps as part of an
a assessmentt, to have stuudents
show they caan do somethiing.
Now that VMware
V
Workkstation 6.0 is used througghout
Techlabs, it is
i possible to use
u a feature called
c
“teams””. By
using teams teaching stafff can (a) maanage a numbber of
VMs as a cohherent group or
o set of machhines, and (b) create
c
customised virtual
v
netwoorks between the team meember
VMs. Thee VMs in thhe team cann also be sttarted
individually or as a group with a delay between eachh start
up. Furtherrmore this coonfiguration is
i centralised in a
single placee, instead off having to access the VMs
individually (figure 1). Thhe virtual netw
works in team
ms can
have a maxiimum throughhput and introoduce packet loss,
useful featurres in a coursee where for exxample studennts are
required to complete a project thhat simulatess the
connection between
b
two sites over thhe Internet using a
Virtual Privaate Network (VPN) (Microosoft, 2005). The
configurationn of networkking in the team
t
is simpple to
perform, botth the networkk definition annd how each server
s
connects to different netw
works. The prime purpose of
teams in projjects is to keep machines toogether as onee unit,
but this featture can alsoo be combineed with cloninng to
reduce the diisk space VMs use. The teaam of VMs foor one
particular prractical projeect was 5.9G
GB for the seven
s
machines, all
a clones of a Windows Server 2003 base
machine. Thhis is a savingg of more thaan 6GB per stuudent
from the prevvious time thiis course was run.

F
Figure
1: Nettworking in Teams
T
While Microosoft are makiing a concerteed effort in thee area
of virtualisattion, particulaarly with the advent
a
of Hypper-V
in Windowss Server 20088, the generall consensus iss that
their softwarre is still not as mature ass that of VMw
ware.
Even commeentators who are generallyy supportive of
o the
Microsoft pllatform, such as Paul Thurrrott, the edittor of
Windows IT
T Pro, have said
s
as muchh (Thurrott, 2007).
2

y, describing
Otheers are someewhat less ccomplimentary
Micrrosoft’s effortts in Windows Server 2008
8 as “roughly
analo
ogous to VM
Mware Serveer 1.0, altho
ough not as
polisshed” (Veneziia, 2007). Stilll, Microsoft may
m be able to
attract some markeet share becauuse of lower co
ost, especially
if th
hey provide prreferential pricing for its own
o
licensed
softw
ware running on VMs and its virtualisaation products
havee better hardwaare support than those of VM
Mware. With
the acquisition
a
off XenSource last year, Citriix has shown
that it too has serious inttentions in the area off
virtu
ualisation, andd has confirm
med its commitment to the
Xen open source community
c
(C
Citrix 2007). Developments
D
will continue and competition to VMware will
w doubtless
increease, but at prresent its ESX
X Server is thee most mature
virtu
ualisation prodduct of its kiind on the market,
m
and is
capaable of runningg enterprise server applicattions, such as
Exch
hange and Orracle (Wolf annd Halter, 200
05). It is forr
this reason
r
that the authors deciided to use thiis platform in
Tech
hlabs to extendd the benefits oof virtualisatio
on to the Blue
netw
work.
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New Directtions on the Blue Netwo
ork

Fourr years ago VMs
V
were resttricted to the Red network
and used
u
exclusivvely for learninng. Today, many
m
(not all)
of th
he major serrvers in Techhlabs are now
w no longer
physsical machiness but instead V
VMs running on
o a VMware
ESX
X server. Both VMware W
Workstation and
a VMware
GSX
X Server (a different producct to VMwaree ESX Server
and now supersedded by VMwaare Server) bo
oth run as an
appliication on topp of a host ooperating sysstem, such as
Wind
dows Server 2003 or Linuux. This meaans that calls
from
m the VMs to the hardwaree are first tran
nslated by the
host operating sysstem. By conntrast VMwaree ESX Serverr
“opeerates indepeendently froom any gen
neral-purpose
operrating system
m” (VMware, 2007) and is tuned to
runn
ning multiple VMs
V
efficienttly on the giv
ven hardware.
This has significaant performance benefits an
nd makes it a
t server virtuualisation.
scalaable solution to
One of the VMw
ware ESX Seerver servers in Techlabs
(called both “VM003” and “esx--01” but referrred to only as
“VM
M03” for purpooses of this paaper), hosts a number
n
of the
core servers on thhe Blue netw
work. As the left panel off
figurre 2 shows, thiis includes thrree firewalls (tthe Blue, Red
and Green firewallls), an appliccation server (AP03,
(
which
hostss a number off web sites), a database serv
ver (DB03), a
dom
main controllerr for authenticcation of stafff and students
(DC0
03), a mail serrver (EX03) aand a Linux seerver (UX03).
(It was
w decided that
t
VM servvers on the Blue
B
networkk
woulld be designatted with 03 annd above.) Preeviously these
VMss each existed in a separate physical box but now existt
as VMs,
V
consoliddated onto a single hardw
ware platform,
with disc redunddancy (RAID 1 and RAID 5), and a
reaso
onable amounnt of memory ((16GB). Tech
hlabs does nott
havee its own sepparate Interneet connection
n but instead
conn
nects to the Demilitarised
D
Zone (DMZ)) of the main
CPIT
T network. Virtualisatioon enables much
m
greaterr
flexiibility and conntrol over avaailable hardwaare resources,
inclu
uding memoryy, CPU and neetwork bandwiidth, but there
are some
s
risks at having
h
so manny servers on a single set off
hard
dware. The autthors intend too purchase add
ditional server
hard
dware that is at
a least as pow
werful as VM0
03, in order to
procure some meaasure of redunndancy.
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Figure 2: VMware ES
SX Server
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Netwoorking VMw
ware ESX Seerver

One useful feature
f
of VM
Mware ESX serrver is its abillity to
utilise multiiple virtual switches (vS
Switches). These
T
vSwitches map
m
to onee or more physical nettwork
interfaces, annd may even be
b entirely virttual entities wiith no
mapping to any
a physical device
d
whatsoeever (figure 3)).This
ensures maxximum flexibility and conntrol over nettwork
resources. Inn VM03 the six physical neetwork adapterrs are
allocated to various VMs in different kinds
k
of wayss. As
figure 3 shows, vSwitchh2 enables thhe Blue Fireewall,
DC03, EX033, AP03, UX003 and DB033 to connect to
t the
Blue networkk through twoo interfaces, vm
mnic1 and vm
mnic2.
vSwitch7, by
b contrast, iss not mappedd to any phyysical
network adaapter, but used for the perimeter
p
netw
work,
through whicch traffic to thhe Internet from
m the Blue nettwork
is directed (as
( figure 4 also
a
shows). All VMs stuudents
build are ablle to access coourse-related servers
s
only on
o the
Red networkk and can onlyy access machhines connectted to
vmnic5, whiich has considderably less baandwidth avaiilable
compared too the adapters on the Blue network.
n
Stuudents
can access the Internet through theeir VM withh this
interface, buut cannot connnect to the seervers on the Blue
network - with
w
one exceeption, they can use the DNS
servers on thhe Blue netwoork for name resolution onn their
VMs.
As figure 4 shows, VM
M03 contains three firewallls, all
running Miccrosoft ISA 20004. The Bluue network and
a the
Red networkk each have a firewall, withh these two firrewalls
connected too an upstream
m Green firewall, which utiilises a
public IP adddress. All network
n
traffiic to and froom the
Internet passses through this
t
interface,, whether it has
h its
origins in thee Blue or Redd network. Thhe Blue firewall has
three interfacces (figure 4): vSwitch 1, vSwitch2,
v
vSw
witch7
(figure 3). The
T Red and Green firewalls are conneccted to
vSwitch6, and
a
its Virttual Machinee Port Grouup of
LimitedRateN
Network (figuure 3) (see allso figure 4). While
vSwitch6 is not
n mapped too any physical network adappters, it
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Figu
ure 3: VMware ESX Serveer

is configured in such a way that ensures that student VMs
on the red network have full Internet access but at a greatly
reduced bandwidth compared to the physical machines on
the Blue network. This means that the Internet connection
from the Red network is sufficient for the purpose of study
but discourages abuse of this resource on a network that is
not closely monitored because it is meant to provide
students with a great deal of freedom to experiment and
learn.

claim, so why do we make it? Certainly it is true that
virtualisation is increasingly being implemented in tertiary
institutions (Bullers, Burd, and Seazzu, 2006; Blezard,
2007; Adams and Laverell, 2005, Collins, 2005,
Villanueva and Cook, 2005), but no one else has to date
suggested implementing virtualisation in the form of a
dual parallel network structure, one dedicated to the
physical (largely student) host machines, the other,
through virtualisation, dedicated exclusively to learning
with its own network cards, switches and making use of
the guest TCP/IP stack rather than that of the host.
This initial design of Techlabs has now been adapted, so
that many key servers that previously formed part of the
physical infrastructure have now also been virtualised, and
migrated to the VMware ESX Server platform. The reason
for this is that VMs make much more efficient use of
hardware resources and are more flexible and easier to
manage than conventional systems. The dual nature of the
network infrastructure, its use of parallel Red and Blue
networks, though, remains because it supports the
imperatives of computing education so well. One of the
major differences between Techlabs now and Techlabs
four years ago therefore is that the Blue network contains
mostly virtual machines whereas previously it comprised
entirely of physical machines.
Nothing, it appears, is certain, but virtualisation is here to
stay. Well, for the moment at least.

9

Figure 4: Network Design on VMware ESX Server
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Conclusion

Over the past four years, Techlabs has become an
established part of the School of Computing at CPIT. It
has proven itself to be an invaluable resource for the
purpose of learning, not just for students but also for staff.
Anyone with access to this network can copy a VM
pre-installed with for example Windows Server 2008,
Windows Vista, or Suse, Debian, Ubuntu or another
distribution of Linux. These VMs can easily be configured
to make use of the infrastructure to access the Internet or
connect to other VMs, both those dispersed among various
student machines and those located on a central server.
The “physical” resources on these VMs may be extended
to include more discs or network interfaces, just like any
machine. What is important is that people with access to
Techlabs can have full control over their own (virtual)
systems, while ensuring that the shared physical
infrastructure is robust and secure.
It appears that Techlabs is still the only network of its kind
anywhere in the world. This seems to be an extraordinary
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